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Scope

• Limitation of linear analysis
• Some usual signal patterns and their signature
• An example of chaotic signals
• Advanced non linear signal analysis
• The Earth Climate case: analysis of

temperature time series
• Predictability of Earth Climate



CLASSICAL ANALYSIS OF TIME
SERIES & THEIR LIMITATIONS



Classical methods for time series analysis

• Moving average= ∑
• Exponential smoothing∗ ≝ + (1 − ) ∗

is a tuning parameter (0 ≤ ≤ 1 )∗ is the predicted value of the indicator X at time t
is the actual value observed for the indicator X at

time t

• Regression (least squares)
– Linear
– Polynomial
– Exponnetial, logarithmic, hyperbolic,

etc.

• Seasonal effects

• Factor analysis
– variable Z (normal « reduced »)
– Co-variance matrix
– Eigen values and vectors

(diagonalisation)
– Representation of reduced variables in

this new axis system.
• Hockey stick (Mann)

– Higher confidence in recent
measurements made by thermometers
than by proxies

– Centering of variables on the mean
value of most recent data only

– => Error when calculating co-variance
matrix (and eigen values + vectors)

– => bias => hockey stick
– Random data generate also a hockey

stick when submitted to the same
treatment.



Which data to believe??

Original IPCC 1990 figure, confirmed by several recent experimental
evidences (i.e; Bifra, 2009)

5IPCC 2001  From M. Mann, the famous “hockey stick” curve!
	



IPCC 2007 & linear time series
Effect of the time window considered on the trend line



Is T° increasing faster those days than
during early 19th century?



Evolution of the global temperature on Earth

Key climate indicator for IPCC

Global temperature remains constant
since 16 years (UK MET DBase Hadcrust
4, november 2012 update)

Cannot be explained by IPCC models
(Rem: best fit so far: no increase in
CO2 => no effect of CO2? => flaw in
model?)

Today

IPCC approach
Calibration over existing data (=> 1995)
After smoothing the data (by moving
average) and eliminating « rogue
points » (volcanoes eruptions, El Nino,
etc.)
But periodic components are also
eliminated.
What if natural cycles are significant?

IPCC MODELS PREDICTIONS



SOME EVIDENCES OF PERIODIC
COMPONENTS IN CLIMATIC DATA



Oscillations in local temperature anomalies

Friedrich-Karl Ewert
FUSION 32, 2011, Nr. 3 p31







At every point around the world, temperature increases, stays stagnant,
decreases for rather lng periods of time, in an oscillating but NOT exactly
periodic way.



Temperature anomalies in the (very) low atmosphere as
measured by satellites (over 33 years only) (source :
figure by Spencer & Curry, redispatched by Hans Labohm,
Dagelijkse Standaard, 3 februari, 2012 )

Global temperature anomalies measured from
satellites.

• Evidence: sensitive tool (natural « accidents » perfectly detected)
• Evidence: no (positive) trend observed
• Evidence: superposition of  multi-periodic signals



Comparaison of temperature anomalies of the Northern hemsiphere, over the same period during two
successive years (source: NOAA Climate Service ). on the left side: from 1st of November to 15th of
December 2010. Under Negative Artic oscillations conditions (AO-) ; On the right side: from 1st of
November to 15th of December 2011. Under positive Artic Oscillation conditions (AO+). Note : anomalies
given in Fahrenheit temperature scale. °C = 5/9*(°F-32). For temperature anomalies, the conversion factor is
5/9 (anomalies are temperature differences: actual temperature – local average over 30 years[1960-1990])

More oscillations of temperature anomalies
(Systematic inversion in almost all locations)



Pacific Decadal Oscillation
PDO measures the difference in
atmospheric pressure between Japan and
Alaska. It is said to affect strongly US
weather conditions

Mainly in the North Pacific two different
oceanic and atmospheric circulation
patterns alternate every 20-30 yrs with a
cyclicity of 40-60 yrs, causing changes in
areas of warm and cold surface waters.

A clear PDO/temperature relationship
does exist.

Modeling and satellite data show that the
cloud cover of oceans decreases slightly
during positive PDO phases but increases
slightly during negative PDO phases. This
affects the Earth’s Albedo and, by radiative
forcing, the climate (Spencer, 2008).

Recently the PDO entered a new negative
phase, thus contributing to the present
decline of global average temperatures.

GCM models neglect PDO effects

Source of diagram: jisao.washington.edu

warming
positive

cooling  negative

Source of diagram: Spencer (2012)

warm

+

Cold – Negative PDO

The driving mechanism of the PDO
COULD be of the astronomical-physical
type, involving in-line  gravitational
interaction of Jupiter, Saturn and Sun
affecting Pacific tidal activity (Scafetta,
2010).

Warm – Positive PDO

Alaska



Since 1958 global surface air temperature and atmospheric CO2
concentrations correlate only partly while there is a striking correlation

between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and temperature.

Source: Climate4you Greenhouse Gases

Similar to the HadCrut3 temperature curve, the NCDC, GISS, RSS MSU and UAH MSU curves show the
same ABSENCE of temperature relationship to atmospheric CO2 concentrations, over the last 50 years

(Note: red arrows shows the 1988 start-up of IPCC and the Anthropogenic Global Warming Scare, based
EXCCLUSIVELY on the 1978-2002 time window)

IPCC



SOME COMMON SIGNAL PATTERNS





Two kinds of noises

Random Noise
• Mean value is zero
• Gaussian distribution (bell

shaped)
– Complely defined by mean

value and variance
– Statisitcal parametric

methods are appliable
– Error on mean value

diminishes as sqrt (1/(N-1))

Chaotic (Dynamical) Noise
• Deterministic non-linear equations
• Extremely sensitive to initial

conditions and value of parameters
=> Practically non-predicitble on the
medium or long term.

• Amplitude distribution is NOT
gaussian. Points fluctuate in the
vicinity of several « strange
attractors » around which they
fluctuate in an approximative
periodic way.

⇒ Mean value is meaningless, as
the probability that points are in
its vicinity is very low.

⇒ The mean value is NOT longer
representative of the signal



NON LINEAR ANALYSIS OF SIGNALS



Non linear analysis of signals

What to measure?
• Amplitude distribution
• Time recurrence (or its

inverse the frequency )
• Predictibility

What to detect?
• Trends (shifts)
• Periodicities
• Chaotic signature
• Differentiating chaotic from

random noise

Which toolbox?
• Amplitude analysis
• Autocorrelation
• Fourier analysis
• Power spectrum
• Phase diagrams
• Recurrences  + toolbox
• (non parametric

predictibility of time
series)

• Wavelets



Amplitude Analysis



Examples of Amplitude Distributions



Time auto-correlation

≝ ∑



Examples of autocorrelation functions



Power Spectrum
• Fourier Transform of the auto-correlation function≝
• IMPORTANT: Shannon sampling theorem

– Max frequency detectable = ½ sampling frequency ( smallest period detectable = 2 times
time interval between samples

– Information lost when averaging from hour to day to month to quarter to year to decade to
century to millenium, etc.

• IMPORTANT: end effects: maximum period detectable ~ 1/3 of time window of the
time series

• “Reconstruction” is possible by Inverse Fourier Transform= + cos( + ) + sin( + )
Provides a physical meaning: the amplitude, frequencies and phases of a set of sinusoids
(and cosninusoids)  giving the best fit to the time series (or signal)



Examples of Power Spectra



APPLICATION TO LAND
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS.

Vostök (from isotopic analysis of ice rods & included bubbles)
Spatial Averaged temperatures 30-60°N
Local temperatures Uccle Meteo station (Brussels, Belgium)



Amplitude analysis of temperature anomalies estimated from ice rods at Vostök. The amplitude
distribution is NOT gaussian but bimodal. The main mode corresponds to glaciation conditions (6 to 8°C
lower than presentlly (with amode at -6.8°C). A secundary peak corresponds to a « temperate » climate,
fluctuating around the a-present temperatures (with a mode  0.4°R lower) as the one prevailing presently.
The temperature never exceeded over 400 000 years the present temperature by more than 3.2°C.



Autocorrelation of Vostök data. The horizontal
axis refers to the order of the sample in the
sime series? Unfortunately, the time interval
between successive data is not totally
constant, but the scale is approximatively
expressed as Kyears. The periodicities detected
(local maxima in the curve) are thus only
approximative. Points are expressed as
anomalies towards the temperature averaged
over the 20th century. The important peak at
origin corresponds to the sum of the square of
the mean value (corresponding to a bias in the
data) and the variance of the signal.
Periodicities have been linked to the Planets’
Milankovitch cycles (Berger et all, 1988).



Analysis of spatially averaged temperatures

Time series Amplitude distribution

125 Data points
The amplitude distribution is not gaussian
(as can be tested with a χ square test).
Strictly speaking, usual statistics  (i.e.
regression lines) may not be applied.



Analysis of Temperature

Time autocorrelation Power spectrum

Shannon
Frequency :

2 years-1

-1



TEMPERATURE RECONSTRUCTIONS
USING FOURIER ANALYSIS



Two different approaches
IPCC – Descriptive model Black box – predictive model

Phenomenological
Equations

If the algorithm contains an equation stating that
temperature increases when anthropogeniic carbon
emissions increases, the results will show such a
pattern. THIS IS NOT A PROOF…

Equations linking « concepts »

What if one concept has been forgotten ?
What if one of the links has been forgotten?
What if one of the links has been wrongly formulated?

T°
Experimental
time series
(+ errors)

Prediction
(non-linear)

Exclusively based on experimental data
(unfortunately non perfect)
Requires limited computer facilities => easier to
assess
Better adjustment than descriptive models?
Predictabiliy horizon (& error margin)?

Phenomenological
Equations



• A simple approximation  by Fourier series (sum of sinusoids)
• A « black box » approach. Predicitng does not require modeling. (i.e. best model

for tides prediction is a black box model….and this remains the best predicitive
tool for more than a century….)



Superposition of two sinusoids & random noise (sinusoid A:
amplitude: 3; period: 11; initial phase: 86°; sinusoid B:
amplitude: 60; period: 156; initial phase: 233°; white
random noise amplitude: 5)

Same figure recalibrated (Ox: initial year : 1945 ; step: 0.7;
number of steps: 100 ; final year :2010 . Axe Oy : 0.02
°C/unit)

???

The figure shows that the linear trend between 1880
and 2000 is a continuation of recovery from the LIA. It
shows also the predicted temperature rise by the IPCC
after 2000. Another possibility is also shown, in which
the recovery from the LIA would continue   to 2100,
together with the superposed multi-decadal oscillation.
This possible progress beyond the peak of an oscillation
could explain the halting of the warming after 2000. The
observed temperature in 2008 is shown by a red dot
with a green arrow. (source : Akasofu, 2009)

But: The « linear trend » is best replaced
by a centennial wave ( + some noise)



SYNCHRONISATION IN COMPLEX
SYSTEMS

The climate system is extremely complex
Synchronisation mechanisms
Where is the master clock?



Complexity of the Climate System



Synchronisation of complex systems
Legion synchronisation
• A « master clock »

• Corresponding to an « accumulator »
(electrical capacity)

• (adjustable) load curve (stepwize)
• at (adjustable) threshold level:  a « flash »

followed by instantaneous discharge
• Provides initial « flash »

• N « slave » oscillators
• Receive a load « quantum » when any other

oscillator « flashes »
• « Flash » & Send a load « quantum » to every

other oscillator when they reach their own
threshold level

Rather quickly the phases of the oscillators become
locked. A characteristic pattern is repeated.



Where is the master clock ?
• Solar or planet conjunction cycles?
• Complex systems also exhibit synchronisations

– No strict causality link but discontinuous mutual influence
– Each concept send « flashes » to the other concepts when

it reaches a certain threshold level (Legion effect)
– Does Exist in nature

• Pendula synchronisation in a same room
• Crickets; light worms
• Josephson diodes, etc.

• CAUTION: Approximative Synchronism is NOT
Causality but Intermittent mutual influence through
(eventually complex & indirect) feedbacks



Centennial gravity interactions
Decandole (2003) computations over the 1800-2032 period

Number of
conjunctions

Concerned planets Cycle length
(years)

14 Jupiter & Neptune 178.95

13 Jupiter & Uranus 179.55

9 Jupiter & Saturne 178.73

5 Saturne & Neptune 179.35

4 Saturne & Uranus 181.14

1 Uranus & Neptune 171.44

There is clearly a 179 years periodicity,
Or more exactly several 179 years cycles, that are phase shifted

Such cycles do interfer with solar activity (by changing the angular momentum
of the sun towards the gravity centre of the solar system, generating solar « hot
spots » and eruptions, modifying the magnetic field of the Sun and the Earth.
Also the rotation axis of the Earth and its trajectory could be affected



Some well known solar cycles
« Classical » cycles
Duration
(years)

Name Latest
cold
period

Next cold
period

11 Schwabe

22 Hale

24-29

60

87-90 Gleissberg 1996 2030

180 Harmonic 2 of
Gleissberg cycle?

208-210 Suess 1898 2210

232 1876 2038

~ 1 000

2 300 Halstadt

6 000 (Xapsos & Burke)

Cycles Identified usng C14

(Damon & Sornett ,1991)
• 105 years
• 131
• 232
• 385
• 504
• 805
• 1500
• 2241

Milankovitch cycles (1922)

• 40 Kyears
• 100
• Etc.



CHAOTIC SYSTEMS



A Simple Chaotic Function:
The Logistic (Quadratic) Equation

For this purpose, one best looks at one of the simplest dynamical systems: the one where a single
positive and negative feedback try to balance each other (logistic equation, also known as quadratic or
Verhulst equation): = − [1]
Where is a parameter
• If 0< a <4, the value of Xi remains between 0 and 1; the function presents a maximum for =
For an initial value = 0.6876, and increasing values of a, Xi :
• goes asymptotically to zero (extinction) for   0 ≤ ≤ 1
• goes asymptotically to an asymptotic value = 1 − for   1 < ≤ 2
• goes to the same equilibrium value, but from both side (damped oscillations) for  2< ≤ 3
• quits progressively the equilibrium value and starts to oscillate between two values, for = 3.2



Logistic equation
Extinction or asymptotic saturation

X0 = 0.109
α =0.85

X0 = 0.109
α =1.35



Logistic equation
Oscillating behaviour (damped or stabilized)

X0 = 0.109
α =3.01886

X0 = 0.109
α =2.8



Logistic equation
Oscillating behaviour (divergent)

X0 = 0.109
α =3.09

X0 = 0.109
α =3.35



X0 = 0.6, =3.45

The periodic signal has split in two components (bifurcation)

Logistic equation
slightly chaotic signal



Logistic equation
Evolution towards a more chaotic state

y = 0.0021x + 0.5801

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Xt

Steps

Time serie

Logistic equation (X0 =0.109; a = 3.79304)
showing a slight positive trend versus
time.

Logistic equation (X0 = 0.109; a = 3.79354)
showing almost no trend versus time

Purely deterministic equation
but Predicitability from time series?
Meaning of the regression line?

Whatch out:
• Tiny difference in value of the parameters
• Periods of relative stability



Sensitivity to parametre
• When the parameter is

increased, the signal becomes
oscillating,

• then the frequencies split in
more and more
(sub)harmonics, at some
BIFURCATION points

• Chaos corresponds to a very
large number of harmonics

• Some stable windows exist
between very chaotic
situations.

It is possible to detect the “signature” of a system evolving progressively towards a
chaotic state by identifying the occurrence of bifurcation points



Phase Plan

• Based on Tokens Theorem:
– Phase plan (Comweb graph) can be constructed

from time series
Xt+i = f(Xt)

• i = embedding dimension: a way to analyse
the predictability of the signal

• Can be extrapolated to 3, 4, etc. dimensions



Interpretation of phase plan
Xt=+i

Xt

Xt=+i

Xt

Xt=+i

Xt

Xt=+i

Xt

Xt=+i

Xt

Deterministic
(monotonic)

Deterministic
(Non monotonic)

Deterministic+ some noise

Predictable signals

Non-Predictable signals

Random noise Chaotic signal
(& “strange” attractors)

Xt=+i

Xt

Non linear
(multiple outcomes)



Phase Plan Analysis of the Logistic
Equation (# embeddings)



Phase Plan Analysis of the Logistic
Equation (# embeddings) (ctnd)

It is impossible to predict the outcome of the logistic equation 10 steps ahead,
only based on the corresponding time series (when one ignores  the equation & value
of parameters and initial conditions)



20th century
T°
20th century
T°

Phase diagram of the
Vostök data
• The chaotic signature is obvious
• Predictability is very limited



Quantitative Analysis of Phase Space
• Embedding dimension (ED): the value of the time shift i in Xt+i = f(Xt)

(=> analysis of predictability)
• Correlation Dimension (CD)

– C(ε) = probability that 2 points differ by less than ε in the phase spacelim→ lim→
– On Diagonal in graph CD versus ED (embedding dimension) if signal is random
– Reaches some saturation for periodic or chaotic functions
– If # integer: indication of a fractal dimension

• False Nearest Neighbour
– Stays around 50% if signal is random
– First minimum gives estimation of most interesting embedding dimension for

random & periodic signals
• Noise reduction (# algorithms do exist)
• Non parametric time series predictions (without having to make an

hypothesis on the shape of the relation)
• And many others (Hurst coefficients, Lyapounov exponents, ….)



Recurrence Plot: Principle

• Checks when the signal falls in a given amplitude window
• Time series is cut in strips of length L
• Each “strip is shifted towards the preceding one by n
• Strips are juxtaposed & the “distances” between neighbouring points are computed
• Different “distance windows” are superposed using colour coding
• Eventually: Vectors of points (spaced each other along the time series by the embedding

dimension) are considered & the “distance” between the vectors is calculated
• Pattern recognition is applied
• Patterns are analysed qualitatively (visually) & quantitatively



Recurrence Plot (one window)



Recurrence Plot Signatures

A vertical-horizontal cross through the diagram = some exceptional event.



R.P. for a sinusoid



R.P. for Sinusoid + noise



R. P. for a Random Signal



RP for the Logistic Curve



R.P. for Dow Jones

A trend line in time series => “structures” at two ends of the diagonal



R.P for
Sun Spots Number



R.P. for Local Temperature Time Series

Daily Averaged Temperature in Brussels since 1830
(30 000 points)….NO TREND….similar to R.P. for sun
spots….Chaotic signature

Sinusoid
+ noise

Trend
line

Number
of sun
spots
(chaotic)



Quantitative Analysis
of Recurrence Plots

• Length of vertical signals: persistence
• Regular patterns & oblique lines: periodic signal spaces by

1/4th of a period
• Length of interrupted oblique lines: extended of corruption of

a periodic signal by noise
• Size & extend of chaotic patterns & blanks
• Etc.



Link between Phase Space and
Recurrence Plot



WAVELETS ANALYSIS



Principle of Wavelets Analysis
(spectrograms, scalograms, …)

• Adapted from voice recognition methods
• A signal filetring technique aimed to represent

– As function of time (horizontal axis)
– The contribution of different frequencies (vertical

axis) to the power of the signal (colour coded third
dimension of the graph)

•  evolution over time of a Power Spectrum
(already described).



H-J. Ludecke, A. Hempelmann, and C. O. Weiss (2012)



Bifurcations are a signature for chaotic signals
(recall of the bifurcation diagram for the logisitc equation)

The data of Ludecke et all, obtained
from measurements made on
stalactites in a Bavarian cave show
the progressive (and slow) move
of the climate system towards
a (less and less predictable)
Chaotic State.

A significant bifurcation
happened around year 1000.

This is probably due to some
astrophysical event
(explosion of giant star becoming a
supernovae in the crab
constellation?)…. but surely not  due
to anthropogenic  carbon



In brief: The fate of stars……

Evolution of stars in a graph (Log) Relative Irradiance
(present Sun =1) versus temperature (°K) .
The Sun (small star) is presently in phase 3 (irradiance =1)
& will evolve towards a red giant (4) before exploding into
a Nebula in …..millions of years(?) before becoming a
white dwarf (5)

Small star (Sun) => Giant red => nebula => white
dwarf (sequence 1 to 5 , on the left figure)

Massive star => hyper-giant
red star => supernova=>

Neutronic star + black hole



Size of the Universe….
• Mass of the Sun = 330 000

*earth mass
• Mass Jupiter = 2.5* (mass of

all other planets in solar
system)

• Etc…
(www.cosmonline.co.uk)

Neither significant electro-magnetic
nor significant gravitational
influence on:
• earth rotation speed?
• Position of rotation axis?
• Magnetosphere?
• Stresses in magma and tectonic

plates (= vulcanism)?
• Movement of oceans
• Movement of anticyclones &

barometric depressions zones??

10 –Crab Nebula= Results from the
Explosion of a giant star in Supernova

during year 1054
(observed by Chinese astronoms )



MORE GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
& CONCLUSIONS



“ The Blind Men and the Elephant ”
an Hindu fable

.
The First approached the Elephant,
And happening to fall
Against his broad and sturdy side,
At once began to bawl :
“ God bless me ! – but the Elephant
Is very like a wall ! ”
The Second, feeling of the tusk,
Cried : “ Ho ! – what have we here
So very round and smooth and sharp ?
To me ‘t is mighty clear
This wonder of an Elephant
Is very like a spear ! ”
The Third approached the animal,
And happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands,
Thus boldly up and spake :
“ I see, ” quoth he, “ the Elephant
Is very like a snake ! ”
The Fourth reached out his eager hand,
And felt about the knee.
“ What most this wondrous beast is like
Is mighty plain, ” quoth he ;
“ T is clear enough the Elephant
Is very like a tree ! ”

The Fifth, who chanced to touch the ear,
Said : “ E’en the blindest man
Can tell what this resembles most ;
Deny the fact who can,
This marvel of an Elephant
Is very like a fan ! ”
The Sixth no sooner had begun
About the beast to grope,
Then, seizing on the swinging tail
That fell within his scope,
“ I see, ” quote he, “ the Elephant
Is very like a rope ! ”

And so these men of Hindustan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong,
Though each was partly in the right,
And all were in the wrong !
So, oft in theologic wars
The disputants, I ween,
Rail on in utter ignorance
Of what each other mean,
And prate about an Elephant
Not one of them has seen !

It was six men of Hindustan
To learning much inclined,
Who went to see the Elephant
( Though all of them were blind ),
That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind

Importance of:
• Multidisciplinary Dialogue
• Reconstructing the complete

picture (systemic thinking)



« The Science is Settled »???
Some of the Key Near-term Science Challenges in
Climate and Large Scale Dynamics

• Modelling and prediction of organized tropical
convection’

• Tropical-extratropical interactions; storm tracks
and moisture transports

• Role of atmosphere-ocean interactions in intra-
seasonal variability

• Systematic zonal flow variations: mechanisms
and predictive implications

• Predictability of tropospheric wave guides and
baroclinic wave packets

• Troposphere-stratosphere interactions;
modelling and potential predictability

• Variability of climate modes beyond ENSO and
MJO

• Effects of global ocean conditions, e.g. tropical
Indian and Atlantic Oceans

• Effects of land surface processes
• Warm season climate system and its

predictability
• Potential implications of climate change

Attribution problems

• Type 1: How do you disentangle natural
variability of the climate/earth system
from ‘forced’ change?

• Type 2: Given that the climate system is
changing due to anthropogenic effects,
how do you attribute particular events
to the change? What are the
conditionnal PDFs?

Michael Morgan paper presented at UCAR
(University Corporation for Atmospheric
Sciences) Annual Member’s Meeting
(Boulder, USA, November 2012).

UCAR is the governing body of the National
Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).

http://www2.ucar.edu/


Conclusions
• Linear analysis of (climate) time series are affected by serious drawbacks,

especially when the time window considered is too small and when data
exhibit some oscillatory component.

• The climate system is slowly evolving with time towards chaos, which
makes it difficult to predict on the long term

• As transition to chaos happens through bifurcations (creation of
harmonics of a fundamental period), the best possible forecasting method,
on the short term is by Fourier analysis (sum of sinusoids)

• This trend towards a chaotic state started many centuries before
anthropogenic carbon emissions became significant

• The climate system is much more complicated than described by IPCC
models, so far.

• Complex systems may create synchronisation (or phase locking) between
oscillating phenomena, by mutual intermittent influence, but without any
formal causal (continuous) links between them

• The master clock could be of astrophysical origin (conjunction of planets,
influence of supernovae, etc.) & its signals are probably of combined
gravitational and magnetic nature



THAT’S (QUITE) ALL FOLKS



Initially, something went wrong with the IPCC models



What happens
in Doha?



It’s that same old song…







Fortunately the science is
not yet settled … and we
have a lot of things to
debate on…. And meet
again



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION



CLIMATIC INDICATORS
Source data



Climatic Indicators



Climatic Indicators (1)



Climatic Indicators (2)



Climatic Indicators (3)



Climatic Indicators (4)



Climatic Indicators (5)

Source:
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